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ABSTRACT 

A simple model of a service-integrated TDM 
switching system for two services with dif
ferent bitrates is considered. A multiplex 
frame of given length is divided into ser
vice specific subframes, each used only by 
one service, and a common subframe used by 
both services if the service-associated 
subframes are occupied. This restricts the 
mutual influence of both services in over
load conditions. The throughput and the 
lost traffics are evaluated as functions 
of the system parameters such as offered 
load, extensions of reserved and co~~on 
channel areas etc. The mutual influence of 
the services depends on the increase of 
t h e offered load relative to one service. 
~eneral quide lines for the dimensionina 
of a communication system for two services 
will be proposed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the advances in optical transmis
sion techniques and microelectronics it 
has become possible to integrate different 
services with distinct bitrates into a 
combined communication system. The dimen
sioning of such a system needs only well 
known methods and no further effort has to 
be made if all services are transmitted 
within a common multiplex frame divided in
to a number of subframes which are used by 
one service only. In order to enhance the 
channel utilization by optimal use of the 
system's capacitiy-when different busy 
hours of several services exist-one can in
troduce the common use of channels by all 
services. The analysis of TDM switchincr 
systems operating in this way was intro
duced in two papers presented at the ITC's 
in Melbourne and Stockholm /1/, /2/. 

The disadvantage arising from such an ope
ration is based upon a strong influence of 
overload situations in one service upon 
all others. A light increasinq load of a 
main service may increase the loss of ser
vices of less offered load to an unaccept
able value, expecially if traffic loads 
offered by the services have considerably 
differing values. 

To avoid this strong mutual influence be
tween all services, it is possible to ope
rate the switching system in a specific 

mode: the common multiplex frame is divi
ded into a number of subframes, each used 
by one service only, and a commonly used 
overload subframe with channels only used 
by calls of all services if the specific 
subframes are occupied. 

This paper deals with a simple model of 
such a service integrated system to eval
uate the traffic system parameters and de
rive a set of rules for dimensioning the 
transmission paths for a given traffic 
loss. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE ANALYTICAL MODEL 

The calculations in the following para
graphs are based on the assumption of a 
digital time division multiplex transmis
sion for an offered load from two services 
with different bitrate, described bv a bit
rate-ratio q > 1. The transmission re
quires a multiplex frame of a given number 
of time slots n (Fig. 1), each of them suf
ficient to establish a narrow band connec
tion. A broadband channel needs q time 
slots when the call request is directed to 
external subscribers and it needs 2q time 
slots in case of pure internal traffic. To 
limit the mutual influence between both 
services in case of an overload condition, 
in particular in the broadband service, 
and to guarantee a fixed maximal traffic 
loss for both services, nS time slots are 
reserved for narrow band connections only, 
12 nS n-nB+1 q n 

1111111···11 I··· ·1 
narrow 
band 

---
common broadband service 
overload subframe 

service subframe 
subframe 

Fig. 1: Multiplex frame with service spe-
cific and common used subframes 

and nB :;; n-nS time slots may only be seized 
by broadband demands i.e. nB/2q con
nections are available for broadband ser
vices no matter what overload conditions 
exist. The common overflow area n-nS-nB~O 
is used by call requests of both services, 
when the service specific channel areas 
are occupied. It is assumed that only 
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those extensions of subframes are consider
ed where the common area may be fully used 
by broadband requests only. In the other 
case the remaining number of time slots 
<' q, or 2q respectively, which cannot be 
seized by a broadband demand, may be in
cluded in the narrow band subframe to main
tain the required conditions. 
To define the input process of call re
quests it is assumed that the requests of 
narrow band services may be generated by 
an infinite number of subscribers with 
given constant calling rate AS. This is 
evident, since the narrow band service is 
the most widespread telephone service. 
The holding times are assumed to be expo~ 
nentially distributed with mean holding 
time 1/l1S. 
For broadband services it is expected that 
services, apart from the narrow band one, 
may first be installed in limited local 
areas for a small number of subscribers 
with a pure internal offered traffic load. 
Taking these specific conditions into ac
count a limited number N of subscribers 
is supposed, each of them with a constant 
calling rate ABO/N. This fixed number N is 
only significant as long as the relation 
nB<Nq is valid. This restricted number of 
subscribers leads to a decreasing calling 
rate depending on an increasing number of 
connections existing in the broadband ser
vice. Depending on the status of the multi
plex frame i.e. the number of occupied 
time slots, the calling rate for the broad
band service may be expressed by 

N- 2j B 
AB(jB)=ABO ---N--- (1) 

in which jB describes the number of 
existing connections and 2jB the subscribers 
involved (quasi-random input). In addition 
one has to take into account the distinct 
influence of engaged subscribers if an in
coming call-attempt receives only a busy 
signal. An incoming call-attempt only 
leads to a seizure of a channel in the muJ
tiplex frame if the called subscriber is 
not busy. Supposing every subscriber 
spreads his calling rate uniformly over 
all N-1 others, there will exist only 
N-2jB-1 free subscribers who are able to 
accept a call. Call requests, arriving in 
the status with jB existing broadband con
nections, can only find a free subscriber 
in (n-2jB-1)/(N-1) events. In conjunction 
with the decreasing calling rate given by 
equation (1), the input process is de
scribed by the status-depending calling 
rate 

(N-2j ) (N-2j -1) 
ABG(jB) = ABO N~N-1) B (2) 

For an increasing number of subscribers N 
this expression forms the expected con
stant calling rate ABO. As in the case of 
the narrowband service the holdinq times 
of connections between broadband ~ubscrib-

2 

ers are assumed to be exponentially dis
tributed with the mean value 1/l1B. 

For further considerations it is assumed 
that internal blocking by an disadvanta
geous distribution of seized time slots in 
the common subframe is beyond of this text. 
Each call request in presence of a suf
ficient number of free time slots every
where in the multiplex frame receives a 
channel provided the called subscriber is 
not busy. As a consequence the call-hand
ling has to manage the remaining free time 
slots for optimal use or distributes the 
required timeslots in the common subframe. 

3. STATE PROBABILITIES OF THE SYSTEM 

In order to describe the properties of the 
TOM-Switching system which operates in a 
manner given in part 2 first the system of 
equilibrium state probabilities has to be 
derived. The random variables JS and JB 
are attached to the events "number of exis
ting connections" in the narrowband ser
vice or broadband service, and have values 
js and jB respectively. All N subscribers 
holding broadband and narrowband service 
facilities generate an input process inde
pendent from the process of incoming nar
rowband call reques~with constant calling 
rate from an unlimited number of subscrib
ers. ,Therefore the probability of the e
vents JS = js and JB = jB is the product 
of the probabilities of the single events. 

P [JB=jB n Js=js 1 = (3) 

= P[JB=jB] P[Js=jsl PB(jB)PS(jS) 

The transitions between states which dif
fer by one seized channel of a narrow- or 
a broadband connection can be assumed to 
be independend from each other. Since in 
long time periods the frequency of transi
tions between adjacent states in the di
rection of increasing or decreasing values 
for the random variable is of the same val
ue in both cases, the equilibrium condi
tion may be expressed in the form (rate 
in = rate out) 

j Sl1 SPS(jS)=ASPS(js-1) 

jBl1BPB(jB)=ABG(jB-1)PB(jB-1) 

(4 ) 

for recurrent use to calculate the state 
probabilities in upward or downward di
rection 

(5) 
. jS+1 

P (J -1)= -- ps(jS+1) s s As 

(N- 2j B- 1 ) (N- 2j B) PB (jB- 1 ) 

N (N-1) 

N(N-1) (. 1) (. +1) 
(N-2jB-1) (N-2j B)A

BC 
J B+ PB JB 

with AS = AS/l1S and ABO =ABO /l1B 
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In addition it is necessary to use a nor
malizing condition in order to determine 
the state probabilities explicitely. The 
sum of the probabilities of all different 
states in the multiplex frame becomes 
unity. To do so first is considered the 
probability P, that the random variable J 
for the event number of occupied time
slots becomes a value j. 

P [J=j] =p(j) j=jS+ 2qj B ~ n (6) 

o ~ jB ~ (n-nS )/2q ; 0 ~ js ~ n - n B 
As a consequence of equation (6) one finds 
a boundary line surrounding all possible 
states in the multiplex frame (Fig 2) 
given by the expressions 

- 0 <' < /2 i ={ n n B =JB =n B q 

- Smax _ 2' /2 < ' < (- ) /2 n qJ B n B q =J B= n nS q 

connections 
of both ser
vices with 
seized chan
nels only in 
service spe
cific areas 

connections in the broad
band service with seized 
channels in the service 
specific area only.Connec
tions in the narrowband 
service with seized chan
nels even in the common 
area 

1 2 3 

I --_._+----- - -
n

B 
2q 

I Connections of A 

I 
both services ~ Connections 
with seized I in the nar-

I channels even; rowband ser-
in the com- vice with 

I mon area / seized chan-

I /nels in the ser-
vice specific 
area only.connec
tions of broad-
band services 

'--_____ even in the 
common area 

Fig. 2: Channel occupation in the 
Multiplex Frame 

jBmax 

(n-nS)/2q 

{entier<n- j s)/2Q 
(7) 

Bearing this in mind the normalizing condi
tion results in 

n n 

L p(j)= L P [J=j] 

j=O j=O 
n jBmax 

L L PB(jB)PS(j-2qj B) (8) 

j=O jB=O 

3 

supposing all probabilities of states out
side the area described by equations (7) 
remain zero. 

The same result · is maintained when the 
summation of all state probabilities is 
done on lines parallel to the coordinates 
of Fig. 2 . This means 

n n-nB jBmax 

L p(j) = L L PS (jS)PB (jB) 

j=O jS=O jB=O (9) 

(n-ns )/2q jsmax 

L L Ps (jS) PB (jB) =1 
j =0 

S 

The state probabilities p and PB of the 
seperate events used in t~ese expressions 
can be calculated with the recurrence re
lations (5) 

(10) 

(N-2k) (N-2k-1) 
N(N-1 ) 

Insertion in the normalizing equation (9) 
aetermines the probability of empty multi
plex frame 

p (0) =PS (0) PB (0) = ( 11) 

With this result all state probabilities 
are known and can be derived from equation 
(11) using recurrence relations (5). How
ever, in some cases difficulties occur in 
numerical calculations for large values of 
n. 

To avoid these complications a special 
procedure was involved where the probabi
lities are calcul~ted beginning with the 
maximum modified values for Ps and PB. 
The variables jso and jBO belonging to 
these maximal values are derived from the 
estimations 

As-1 ~ jsO ~As jB1 ~ jBO ~ jB1+1 

1 [-1 -1 2 -1 1/2] jB1=2uv u+v+ABO'::' [(U+V+ABO ) -4uv(1-ABO )] . 

u = 2/N ; v=2/(N-1) (12) 

The summation of all state probabilities 
according to equation (11), in order to 
introduce the normalizing condition, is 
only executed in a restricted field, de
fined by state probabilities greater than 
a given threshold value. 
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4. ~RAFFIC PARAMETERS 

In this section the traffic parameters 
offered load, carried load, lost traffics 
and loss are calculated basing on the 
equilibrium state probabilities derived 
in section 3. 

4 . 1 OFFERED LOAD 

The entire offered load consists of the 
offered load of the narrowband service 
and a second, generated by the N sub
scribers holding broadband service facili
ties. The single offered loads AS, AB are 
introduced by the product of mean calling 
rates and mean holding times. Since a broad
band connection occupies 2q time slots in 
contrast to a narrowband connection which 
only seizes a single one, the evaluation 
of the whole offered load needs a 
weighting factor 2q for the broadband 
'offered load AB according to 

A=AS+2qAB=AS/~s+2qAB/~B (13) 

with the mean calling rate AB of the input 
stream of broadband service demands de
rived from 

n-nB jBmax 

XB= L L AB(jB)PS(jS)PB(jB) 

js=O jB=O 

(n-ns )/2q jsmax 
(14 ) 

L L 
jB=O js=O 

All incoming broadband service call at
tempts are part of the offered load, de
scribed by AB despite the fact that the 
called subscriber is free or busy. As a 
consequence the offered load AB can be 
splitted into a part which only includes 
call requests to free subscribers and an
other one where calls are directed to busy 
subscribers. 

(15 ) 

jBmax 

r ABG (jB) Ps (j s) PB (jB) + 

jB=O 

(16) 

4 

A =J..
BF ~B 

n-nB jBmax 

L L ABG (jB) PS (js) PB (jB) 

js=O jB=O 

n-nB jBmax N- 2j B N- 2j B- 1 
=ABO L L --N- N-1 

js=O jB=O 

n-nB jBmax 2jB N- 2j B 
ABB=ABO L L N-1 -N--

js=O jB=O 

(17 ) 

(18 ) 

In the offered load ABF only call requests 
directed to free subscribers are included. 
This means in the expression of ABF only 
the weighted calling rate ·according to 
equation (2) is introduced. 

4.2 CARRIED LOAD 

The carried load y in the multiplex frame 
is given by the expectation of the random 
variable J 

n n 

y= L jP[J=j]= L jp(j) 

y= 

j=O 

(n-ns )/2q 

L 
jB=O 

n-nB jBmax 

j=O 

jsmax 

L 
js=O 

L L (jS+ 2qj B) Ps (js) PB (jB) 

js=O jB=O 

(n-ns )/2q jsmax 

L PB(jB) L jsps(js) + 

jB=O j =~ 
S 1 ASPS (j S -1 ) 

according equation 

+2q 
jBmax 

ps(js) L 

(19 ) 

(4) 

jB=~ 
ABG(jB-1)/~BPB(jB-1) 

according equation(4) 
= YS + 2q YB 

(n-nS)/2q 

=AS L 
jB=O 

n-nB jBmax- 1 

+ ~ r L ABG (jB) PB (jB) Ps (jS) 
js=O jB=O 

As well as in the calculation of the of
fered load the carried load consists of 
two parts,the narrow band service carried 
load YS and the 2q-weighted broadband ser
vice carried load YB. 
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4.3 LOST TRAFFIC 

The sum of all call requests not accepted 
by the system forms the lost traffic R de
fined by the difference of offered and 
carried load A and y respectively 

R = A-y (21) 

Similar to equation (13) and (20) for se
pe rated representation of service specific 
loads A and y one can write 

R=RS+2qRB RS=AS-YS RB=AB-YB (22) 

The lost traffic for the narrowband ser
vice leads to 

(n-ns )/2q j smax- 1 

RS=AS-AS L L PB(jB)PS(jS) (23) 

jB=O js=O 

(n-ns )/2q 

=AS L PB(jB)PS(jsmax) 

jB=O 

using Ys from equation (20) and the norma
lizing condition (9). 
The analogous represantation is possible 
for the broadband service lost traffic 

n-n j 
1 B Bmax. . . 

RB=AB-YB= 1J L L AB(JB)PB(JB)PS(J S ) 
Bj =0 j =0 

S B 

n-nB jBmax- 1 (24) 

~B L L ABG ( j B) PB ( j B) Ps ( j s) 

jS=O jB=O 

AB in equation (24) expressed by ABG 
leads to 

n-n
B 

RB=;B L ABG(jBmax)PB(jBmax)Ps(js) + 

js=O 

Apparently the lost traffic of the broad
band service is seperated into two parts. 
The first consists of call requests di
rected to free subscribers but are rejected 
from the system because of the fact that 
all channels are occupied. The second part 
of lost traffic is put together of incom
ing call requests in the presence of free 
channels but they are directed to busy 
subscribers and hence are also rejected 
from the system. The latter part of lost 
traffic even exists if the number of chan
nels available for the broadband service 
exceeds half of the number of subscribers 
using this service. Therefore this part of 
lost traffic has to be ommitted in order 
to rate the system's grade of service. It 
only vanishes if the effect of busy sub-

5 

scribers is disregarded in the calcula
tions or if the limit for an increasing 
number of subscribers is considered. This 
case is evident for N + 00 in equation (25). 

To determine the grade of service for the 
system one should take only into account 
the lost traffic RS and the weighted part 
RBF 

(26) 

By careful consideration of the details of 
call requests rejected in a status of the 
multiplex frame with free channels, the 
lost traffic given in equation (26) are 
seperated into parts related to constel
lations with seized channels given in Fig. 
3. First the narrowband service lost traf
fic is representable in the form 

n
B

/2q 

RS=ASPS(n-nB) L PB(jB) + 

jB=O (27) 
(n-nS)/2q 

+AS L PS(n-2qjB)PB(jB)=Rs1+RS2 
jB=nB/2q+1 

Broadband 
service 

Common over- Narrowband 
flow area service 
~ O ~js ~ns 

~ . n-nS ~~J~' B~~~~~"~~~"~l--~~~ JB=~ 

n R 
o 2q BF1. 

J =n-n 
P"P'7.....-----,.~~~~~~~~~~~ S B 

~ ~o< . <n B ! =J B=2q 

Fig.3: Load situations in the multiplex 
frame with lost traffic, directed 
to free subscribers 

R + R n-js 
BF1 BF2; m(js)=entier (~) 
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nB/2q 

RS1=ASPs(n-nB) L PB(jB) 

jB=O 

n-nB 

RBF 2 = 111B L ABG (m ( j S) ) PB (m ( j S) ) Ps (j S ) 

js=ns+1 

Only these parts RS1 ' RS2' RB 1 and RBF2 
of the lost traffic are sUitab e for de
scribing the grade of service of the sys
tem, using the traffic loss B which is 
equal to the lost traffic divided by the 
offered load. The value of B determines 
the part of incoming call requests which 
cannot seize a channel in the multiplex 
frame. In the case of call requests gene
rated by a large number of subscribers 
holding only narrowband service facilities, 
the requests rejected because of busy sub
scribers diminish comparing to those which 
are rejected if all channels are occupied. 
The narrowband service traffic loss BS 
therefore may be defined by 

+ 

(n-nS)/2q 

L Ps ( j smax) PB ( j B ) 

jB=O 

n
B

/2q 

Ps (n-nB) L PB (jB) + 

jB=O 

(n-ns )/2q 

L ps(n- 2qj B)PB(jB) 

jB=nB/2q+1 

(29) 

Bs determines the probability of an in
coming call request to becoming rejected 
by the system. 

More difficulties are involved in the cal
culation of broadband service traffic loss. 
The rejected call requests to free subscrib
ers, forming the lost traffic RBF, have to 
b~ recognized in the definition of BB si
m11ar to (29). RB has to be divided by an 
offered load which is either determined by 
the mean calling rate AB and includes the 
call requests to busy subscribers or con
sists of only those requests which are di
rected to free subscribers. Two defini
tions are possible. The first one is given 
by 

BB=RBF/AB = 

_~o n-ns n-ns n-ns ns 
-AB(1-qw-) (1-q (N-1 ,)PB(2C!) L PS(jS) 

js=O 

6 

A second term is 

BBF=RBF/ABF 

( 30) 

(31) 

Both expressions are introduced in numeri
cal calculations. Which of these defini
tions are used in a special case depends 
on the call request handling realized in 
the system under consideration. 

4.4 MUTUAL INFLUENCE 

'The traffic parameters given in the preced
ing paragraphs are values extended from 
those known in switching systems for one 
service only. The parameters introduced 
are sufficient to describe the system prop
erties as long as the equilibrium state 
between the service specific offered loads 
holds. In a switching system in a real 
environment however, the load offered to 
the system depends on time and varies to 
some unexpected extent. As long as the ser
vice specific subframes are larqe, com
pared to the common used subfrarne, an in
creasing load in one service only has a 
small influence on traffic parameters of 
the other one. On the other hand, commonly 
used subframes of minor extension restrict 
the possibility of an optimal use of chan
nel capacity if service specific busy 
hours occur at different times. Further
more the mean traffic throushput becomes 
a maximum if the service specific sub
frames vanish and all channels in the mul
tiplex frame are available for all requests. 
This reduced view to maximal channel utili
zation is inadmissable because of the 
strong mutual influence, especially of the 
broadband service upon the narrow band ser
vice, and the necessity of a minimal grade 
of service: -
Service integrated systems with common used 
channel areas therefore need beside the 
known system parameters such as adrnissable 
loss, number of channels and so on an addi
tional parameter which describes the mutu
al influence and makes it possible to find 
an acceptable compromise between optimal 
channel utilization and restricted mutual 
influence. One way to escape from this dif
ficulty is the definition of a relativevar
iation of loss in one service caused by a 
relative variation of the offered load in 
the other in the form 

.1BS/BSI and 
.1AB/AB=const 

vice-versa 
(32) 

In Fig. 4 lines of constant values Bare 
presented assuming a broadband servi8e 
overload of 50 % occurs. 
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~ Fig. 4: Lines of constant 
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.~ 1 1 '" 8 0 

o 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 

Time slots (narrowband service)n
B 

5. EVALUATION 

The traffic parameters concerning both ser
vices calculated from the equations given 
in paragraph 4 depend on a various number 

7 

of parameters such as n, nS, nB' AS' AB 
and so on. To restrict the number of dia
grams in order to give a good understanding 
of the dependencies, a chart with lines of 
constant offered loads, keeping the traffic 
loss constant, is proposed. The lines are 
plotted over the extension of service spe
cific subframes in a multiplex frame with 
the given total number of time slots n re
main ing constant. One point within the tri
angle area markes the lenght of the two sub -
frames and the remaining common overload 
subframe. As a consequence the hypotenuse 
describes the vanishing common subframe 
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offered load AB of 
broadband service 
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/~ 
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/ ~ 
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II " v 

'" l h 
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where the two service specific subframes 
remain alone. For dimensioning a service 
integrated system for two services one has 
to use two diagrams for constant offered 
loads respectively and find two correspond
ing points which fit the requirements 
(Fig. 5 and 6) . 
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